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that was for a long time carried on between the "Georgia radict as they were called, on one side, and the "South Carolina lai dinarians" on the other, through the medium of certain article a Georgia newspaper over the signature of " Trio/' and the strict in reply attributed to the pen of Mr. McDuffie, a noble hea man who carried to his grave the injuries received in a duel gi ing out of this contest.
The nature of the discussions and of the principles aclvocatec the contending parties may be inferred from the following ext from, the papers attributed to Mr. McDuffie:
The States as political bodies have no original inherent rights—that have such rights is a false, dangerous and anti-republican assumption, v lurks at the bottom of all the reasoning in favor of State-rights.
Gov. Troup saw and understood what was going on around and recognized the hand by which the wires were moved, and dc less his silence was caused by an indisposition, to use a hoi phrase, to train in that company. But when called upon from Chair for a toast, he was ready and prompt to show that in dcvc to State-rights and in distrust and dislike of the Federal Go\ ment there was not one among the new or old professors of that J who went beyond him. He gave
The Government of the United States: With more limited powers tha Republic of San Marino, it rules an Empire more extended than the K with the absoluteness of Tiberius, with less wisdom than Augustus am justice than Trajan or the Antonines.
0 The first three volunteers were:
—By President Jackson.
Our Federal Union—it must be preserved.
—By Vice President Calhoun.
The Union—next to our liberty the most dear; may we all remember it can only be preserved by respecting the rights of the States and distril: equally the benefit and burden of the Union.
—By myself.
Mutual forbearance and reciprocal concessions; thro' their agency the ! was established—the patriotic spirit from which they emanated will fc sustain it.
The common point at which all these toasts were directed-

